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Command Event 

Turn on (the) bunsen 
Turn on (the) burner 

If you selected the lighter, the burner ignites. 

Turn on (the) centrifuge The centrifuge turns on. 

Turn on (the) light The lights comes on :-D 

Turn on (the) TV The TV turns on. 

Smell Smells the selected glassware. If the glassware is not selected, smell 
the air. 

Smell (the) stirrer Smells the stirrer. 

Smell (the) beaker Smells the beaker. 

Smell (the) dropper Smells the dropper. 

Smell (the) watch glass Smells the watch glass. 

Smell (the) curcible Smells the curcible. 

Smell (the) test tube Smells the selected test tube. If no test tube is selected, smell the tube 
number 1. 

Smell (the) test tube (number) 1 Smells the test tube number 1. 

Smell (the) test tube (number) 2 Smells the test tube number 2. 

Smell (the) test tube (number) 3 Smells the test tube number 3. 

Smell (the) test tube (number) 4 Smells the test tube number 4. 

(Run) (the) centrifuge for one 
minute 

Runs the centrifuge for one, two, three or four minutes. 

(Run) (the) centrifuge for two 
minutes 

(Run) (the) centrifuge for three 
minutes 

(Run) (the) centrifuge (for) four 
minutes 

Open (the) centrifuge Opens the centrifuge lid if it is previously unlocked. 

Open (the) (bunsen) tap Opens the bunsen tap. 

Close (the) centrifuge Closes the centrifuge lid. 

Close (the) (menu) Closes the menu currently opened. 

Close (the) (bunsen) tap Closes the bunsen tap and turn off the flame if lit. 

Oxidizing flame Sets the bunsen with the oxidizing flame. 

Reducing flame Sets the bunsen with the reducing flame. 

Turn (the) ring Turns the bunsen ring changing the flame. 

About Shows the information window. 

Leave Leaves the glassware. 

Leave (the) lighter Leaves the lighter. 

Leave (the) stirrer Leaves the stirrer. 

Leave (the) beaker Leaves the beaker. 

Leave (the) dropper Leaves the dropper. 

Leave (the) watch glass Leaves the watch glass. 

Leave (the) curcible Leaves the curcible. 

Leave (the) test tube Leaves the test tube. 

Leave (the) test tube (number) 1 Leaves the test tube number 1. 

Leave (the) test tube (number) 2 Leaves the test tube number 2. 

Leave (the) test tube (number) 3 Leaves the test tube number 3. 

Leave (the) test tube (number) 4 Leaves the test tube number 4. 

Menu 
Main menu 

Shows the main menu. 
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Analyte menu Shows the analyte menu. 

Settings menu 
Settings 

Shows the settings menu. 

Put (it) in the water bath Puts the selected glassware in the water bath. 

Put (ii) in the centrifuge Puts the selected test tube in the centrifuge. 

I don't understand 
I didn't understand 
What 

:-D 

Ok Google :-D 

Take (the) lighter Takes the lighter. 

Take (the) stirrer Takes the stirrer. 

Take (the) beaker Takes the beaker. 

Take (the) watch glass Takes the watch glass. 

Take (the) curcible Takes the curcible. 

Take (the) test tube Takes the test tube. 

Take <RACTIVE_NAME> The reactive is selected and moved to foreground. Synonyms of the 
reactive are allowed. 

Take analyte The analyte is selected and moved to foreground. 

Unlock (the) centrifuge Removes the security lock from the centrifuge lid. 

Turn off (the) bunsen The burner turns off. 

Turn off (the) centrifuge The centrifuge turns off. 

Turn off (the) light The light switches off :-D 

Turn off (the) TV The TV turns off. 

Use (the) lighter with (the) 
bunsen  
Use (the) lighter with (the) 
burner 

Uses the lighter with the bunsen to ignite it. 
 

Use (the) lighter with (the) 
curcible 

Uses the lighter with the curcible to ignite it. 
 

Use (the) stirrer Uses the stirrer. 

Use (the) dropper 
Use (the) pipette 

Adds the liquid reactive with the dropper or uses the generic dropper. 

Use (the) (nickel chrome) wire 
with (the) (test) tube 

Dips the nickel-chromium wire in the first tube containing 
concentrated hydrochloric acid. 

Use (the) (nickel chrome) wire 
with (the) (test) tube (number) 1 
Use (the) (nickel chrome) wire 
with (the) (test) tube (number) 2 
Use (the) (nickel chrome) wire 
with (the) (test) tube (number) 3 
Use (the) (nickel chrome) wire 
with (the) (test) tube (number) 4 

Dips the nickel-chromium wire in the specified tube (from 1 to 4) 
containing concentrated hydrochloric acid. 

Use (the) spatula Uses the spatula. 

Use (the) wash bottle Uses the wash bottle. 

Go to (the) workbench Looks at the workbench. 

Go to (the) centrifuge Looks at the centrifuge. 

Go to (the) TV Looks at the TV. 

 

* The optional words are between parentheses. 


